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Abstract14
The spacecraft body of the Parker Solar Probe may interfere with electron measurements15
in two ways. The first is the presence of several permanent magnets near the SPAN in-16
struments. The second is the widely varying spacecraft potential. We estimate the ef-17
fect of these interferences by performing particle tracing simulations on electrons of var-18
ious energies using a simplified model of the spacecraft potential and measurements of19
the magnetic fields. From this we can 1) estimate the individual and combined fields of20
view of the SPAN-E instruments 2) identify regions of phase space which may be highly21
distorted and 3) simulate measurements of the velocity distribution function. We com-22
pute density, temperature, and bulk velocity moments of the measured distribution func-23
tions and find that a correction table derived from the particle tracing results can be in-24
corporated in the computation to greatly decrease the errors caused by the spacecraft25
potential and magnetic fields. Similar tables could be computed for a wide range of space-26
craft potentials and applied during the processing of actual SPAN data.27
1 Introduction28
Accurate in situ measurements require unaltered sampling of the surrounding space29
plasma. Unfortunately, the spacecraft itself is often a source of interference, so under-30
standing how it impacts the operation of onboard instruments is important so that its31
effects can be anticipated and corrected. In contrast to the measurement of electric or32
magnetic fields, particles are typically measured by instruments located near the space-33
craft body and are thus subject to a) blockages in field of view (FOV) from the body or34
other components of the spacecraft and b) the close proximity to the various electromag-35
netic fields produced on or by the spacecraft. The effects of these fields on the measure-36
ments depend on the magnitude of the spacecraft potential and permanent magnetic fields37
and their spatial distribution around the spacecraft. In this work, we use a simple model38
of the Parker Solar Probe (PSP) spacecraft and the electric and magnetic fields around39
it to estimate how the instrumental FOV and measurements of the electron distribution40
function might be affected.41
Particle measurements are taken by the Solar Wind Electrons Alphas and Protons42
(SWEAP) investigation, a suite of instruments composed of the Solar Probe Cup (SPC),43
a Sun facing Faraday cup, and the 3 electrostatic analyzers (ESAs) of the Solar Probe44
Analyzers (SPAN) suite (Kasper et al., 2016). SPAN-A is made up of an ion (SPAN-i)45
and an electron (SPAN-Ae) ESA located on the ram side of the PSP, while SPAN-B is46
another electron ESA on the anti-ram side of the spacecraft. The fields of view of the47
SPAN-Ae and SPAN-B instruments are complementary, providing almost complete cov-48
erage of the sky, except for the region blocked by the Sun facing heat-shield and the SPC49
(Kasper et al., 2016). The SPAN-Ae and SPAN-B instruments (collectively referred to50
as SPAN-E) determine bulk properties of solar wind electrons by sampling the electron51
velocity distribution function (eVDF) in the energy/charge range of several eV/q to 20keV/q.52
Scientifically important plasma properties, such as density, temperature, and velocity can53
then be computed from these eVDF measurements.54
The accuracy of these measurements are likely degraded by the electromagnetic fields55
produced by the spacecraft. Several permanent magnetic field-producing spacecraft com-56
ponents are located in close proximity (within about 1 m) to the SPAN ESAs. The com-57
bined strength of these fields (a few nT or more) is likely to cause aberration in electron58
trajectories, so that the electrons are measured by the ESAs at different directions than59
their velocity vectors in the ambient plasma. In aggregate, this causes a non-uniform “warp-60
ing” of the eVDF in the directions where the combined magnetic field is greatest.61
In addition to the magnetic fields, the electrostatic charging of the PSP impacts62
the measurement of solar wind electrons. The magnitude of this impact is dependent on63
the magnitude of the spacecraft potential, which is likely to vary over the lifetime of the64
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PSP’s mission. The charges which create the spacecraft potential, ΦSC , are delivered by65
currents. The most important of these are due to the production of photoelectrons, the66
collection of ambient electrons, and the production of secondary electrons (Whipple, 1981;67
Garrett, 1981; Lai, 2011). The strength of the first two of these is determined by quan-68
tities which vary with heliospheric distance: photoelectron current varies with solar UV69
photon flux and the ambient electron current depends on local plasma properties such70
as density and temperature. Therefore, the potential to which a spacecraft may charge71
is dependent on its distance to the Sun. At 1AU, conditions are such that spacecraft in72
the solar wind typically charge to a benign few volts positive (Whipple, 1981).73
PSP used a series of Venus gravity assists to lower its perihelion from 35Rs to within74
10Rs (0.044 AU) (Fox et al., 2016). At these heliospheric distances, conditions in the so-75
lar wind allow for negative spacecraft potentials to develop. Ergun et al. (2010) incor-76
porate detailed physics describing the production of photo-, thermal, and secondary elec-77
tron currents to numerically solve for the electrostatic potential structure surrounding78
a simplified model of the PSP. They find that at ∼ 10Rs, an enhanced photoelectron79
density near the spacecraft surface can create an electrostatic barrier which reflects cur-80
rents of photoelectrons back to the spacecraft if the Debye length of these electrons is81
small. Currents of ambient electrons can penetrate through this barrier if their thermal82
energy is large compared to the characteristic energy of the photoelectrons. The sum of83
these currents causes the spacecraft to charge to negative potentials and the presence84
of an ion wake further reflects currents of photoelectrons and secondary electrons, lead-85
ing to a much more negative potential. Depending on the yield of secondary electrons,86
the spacecraft charges from a few volts negative to as much as ΦSC ∼ −kTe ≈ −85V .87
Guillemant et al. (2012) find qualitatively similar results with a modified version of the88
code used in Ergun et al. (2010) and using the SPIS 3D particle in cell software, they89
found the spacecraft settles to potentials typically between -10V and -20V. A similar pro-90
cedure is repeated for different heliospheric radii in Guillemant et al. (2013), who find91
that PSP charges more negatively than -5V only at distances less than 0.067AU, reach-92
ing -16.23V at 9.5Rs.93
Depending on the relation between the signs of the particle charge, q and ΦSC , space-94
craft potential either increases (opposite sign) or decreases (same sign) the kinetic en-95
ergy of measured particles by an amount qΦSC . If the signs are opposite, no ambient par-96
ticles are measured at energies less than qΦSC , since all particles have been accelerated97
by this amount in the potential. In this case, any electrons measured below this energy98
are primarily returning photo- and secondary electrons, a fact which can be used to de-99
termine the value ΦSC (Johnstone et al., 1997; Rymer, 2004). Conversely if the signs are100
the same, as with electrons and a negative spacecraft, particles with energies less than101
qΦSC cannot reach the detector and the corresponding portion of the distribution func-102
tion will not be measured. Additionally, the electric field of the spacecraft bends trajec-103
tories of particles incident on a detector. For spherically symmetric potentials, this bend-104
ing is symmetric with respect to the center of the detector, so that the same average look105
direction is measured. However, due to the focusing effect of the attractive potential, tra-106
jectories of electrons converge as they near a positive potential. This means that the an-107
gular coverage of the detector increases and a wider element of phase-space is being mea-108
sured (Lavraud & Larson, 2016).109
Several methods have been described to correct electron and/or ion measurements110
for spacecraft potential. Briefly, (see Lavraud and Larson (2016) for a more thorough111
review), these often assume a Maxwellian plasma distribution and a spherical potential112
in order to find conversions between the measured and real moments. These conversions113
have been found by direct modification to the analytic form of the moment integrals to114
account for the low energy cutoff (Song et al., 1997), the development of a correction model115
informed by comparing field and particle data (Salem et al., 2001), or numerically in-116
verting the system of equations with unknown potential (Génot & Schwartz, 2004). Al-117
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ternatively, correcting for only the potential energy shift can be done without the need118
to first assume a model plasma distribution. Lewis et al. (2008) correct Cassini CAPS-119
ELS electron count measurements for spacecraft potential by converting to phase space120
density, shifting the energy scale by an amount corresponding to the potential, then con-121
verting back to counts before comparing plasma moments determined via integration and122
model fitting. Lavraud and Larson (2016) justify the theoretical basis for this conver-123
sion in terms of Liouville’s theorem and prescribe its usage in the calculation of the mo-124
ment integrals. Without any dependence on models, the accuracy of the plasma moments125
obtained via integration is dependent on obtaining as complete a coverage of the full dis-126
tribution as possible. A separate method is still required to estimate the portion of the127
spectrum that is not measured below the energy cutoff and if the full 4π sr solid angle128
of the sky is not covered.129
However, the nonradial forces imparted on measured plasma particles by the per-130
manent spacecraft magnetic fields, along with the roughly cylindrically symmetric elec-131
trostatic potential structure found by detailed modeling (Ergun et al., 2010; Guillemant132
et al., 2012, 2013), suggest that the spherical potential assumption used in the above tech-133
niques may not be valid for PSP. Determining analytically how trajectories bend through134
non-spherical potentials, and the corresponding angular corrections, can instead be done135
using numerical methods (Isensee, 1977; Scime et al., 1994; Hamelin et al., 2002). (Isensee,136
1977) study the effect of the Helios spacecraft on the measurement of electron velocity137
distribution functions in the inner heliosphere (0.2 AU). They used a particle-in-cell method138
to estimate the two-dimensional electrostatic potential structure surrounding the space-139
craft by self-consistently tracing the density and trajectory of an initial distribution of140
electrons representing the solar wind. Also included in the simulation were a bulk flow141
of solar wind ions and the production of photoelectrons by sunlit spacecraft surfaces. The142
simulation showed that the spacecraft settles at a potential of 2.9V and is surrounded143
by regions of negative potential in both the sunward and antisunward-facing directions,144
due to the buildup of photoelectrons and the absence of ions in the ion wake, respectively.145
The effect of these regions on electron measurements was then demonstrated by show-146
ing sample electron trajectories with various initial velocity angles and kinetic energies:147
at lower energy (near the spacecraft potential), electrons can be reflected by the poten-148
tial minima, while at slightly higher energy (up to about 20 eV), electron trajectories149
can be shifted in angle considerably.150
Using the form of the potential surrounding a charged infinite plane, Scime et al.151
(1994) derive an expression for the electron velocity angle far from the spacecraft in terms152
of its velocity angle close to the spacecraft, the spacecraft potential, and the electron en-153
ergy. The NASA/Air Force Spacecraft Charging Analyzer Program (NASCAP (Katz et154
al., 1977; Mandell et al., 2006)) was used to reconstruct the electrostatic potential struc-155
ture surrounding a moderately detailed model. The same program was used to trace par-156
ticle trajectories at different angles originating from the location of the Ulysses Solar Wind157
Plasma Experiment’s electron spectrometer. At the finest resolution scale allowed by the158
code (still many times larger than the photoelectron sheath Debye length), the particle159
trajectories were confirmed to be closely approximated by the plane-parallel solution.160
The plane-parallel function was used to correct for the true look direction of each de-161
tector in the instrument (the center trajectory). In addition, the solid angle coverage of162
each detector was corrected at each energy with a spacecraft potential dependent cor-163
rection to the geometric factor of the instrument determined by calculating the corrected164
total angular acceptance. With these corrections, they were able to reduce the disagree-165
ment between the ion and electron instrument’s measurement of the solar wind speed166
from 14% to 2%.167
Hamelin et al. (2002) compute the electrostatic potential surrounding a model of168
the auroral satellite Interball-2 in order to trace the stochastic variations in ion trajec-169
tories within each measurement window of the on-board Hyberboloid multi-directional170
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ion mass spectrometer (Dubouloz et al., 1998). Using these results, they apply a correc-171
tion for the angular distortions in the flux measurements caused by the potential by de-172
riving probability maps of the actual angles from which ions measured in each window173
originated.174
In this paper, we investigate how the spacecraft electrostatic and magnetic fields175
affect SPAN electron measurements. Similar to previous studies, we perform a particle176
tracing analysis to determine electron trajectories influenced by a simple approximation177
of the potential structure around PSP. We do this for a series of spacecraft potentials178
spanning the range of possible values predicted in the literature. We additionally include179
a measurement driven model for the magnetic fields produced by PSP and a simple model180
of the spacecraft body. In Section 2 we detail the spacecraft model and potential, the181
magnetic field model, and the particle tracing simulation. In Section 3, we describe how182
the particle tracing results were used to synthesize measurements of a known distribu-183
tion function as viewed through these fields. To do this, we removed potentially bad or184
problematic data (Section 3.1), then combined the SPAN-Ae and SPAN-B measurements185
(Section 3.2), and discuss how the effects of the fields may be corrected (Section 3.3).186
We quantify how the field of view of each instrument is affected in terms of individual187
pixels in Section 4.1 and in terms of angular coverage of the sky in Section 4.2. We demon-188
strate how well measurements of the distribution function moments are recovered with189
and without the use of our correction scheme in Section 4.3. Results are discussed in Sec-190
tion 5, and lastly we conclude in Section 6.191
2 Procedure192
To what degree the electron measurements are impacted by the magnetic fields pro-193
duced in close proximity to the SPAN instruments, as well as by the wide range of pos-194
sible spacecraft potentials, is largely unknown. Determination of the magnitude of these195
effects was of primary importance in the present study, along with the development of196
a method of correcting for their gross features. Thus several simplifications to the mod-197
els (such as neglecting the ion wake (Isensee, 1977; Ergun et al., 2010) in the spacecraft198
potential) were made in order to facilitate the investigation of a wide range of spacecraft199
potentials.200
2.1 Spacecraft Potential Model201
The body of the PSP spacecraft was modeled to aid in the calculation of the space202
potential around the spacecraft and to provide an updated estimate of the field of view203
of the instrument. In order to simplify our calculations, we approximated the spacecraft204
as a 1.0m diameter by 1.69m long cylinder connected to a 1.31m long cone segment with205
a 2.3m outer diameter. The model was composed of 40,400 points arranged by rotating206
about the cylindrical axis the points forming one boundary edge.207
In order to estimate the effects of the spacecraft potential on the charged particle208
measurements, rough calculations of the electric field surrounding the spacecraft were209
computed for a number of spacecraft potentials and Debye lengths of the surrounding210
plasma. The electric field was assumed to be cylindrically symmetric about the space-211
craft ẑ axis in order to save calculation time. This 2-dimensional slice of the simulation212
space was subdivided into a rectangular grid of 14,400 6cm×12.5cm cells, extending 6m213
from all spacecraft surfaces. It was assumed that all spacecraft surfaces are conductive214
and have the same potential ΦSC and that the potential of the surroundings approxi-215





exp (−r/λD) r̂ (1)218
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where r is the distance from the field point to the nearest element on the body of the219
spacecraft, and the normalized vector r̂ points along this direction. The Debye length,220
λD, will in general be affected by photoelectrons produced on sunward facing surfaces,221
however, we have assumed that λD remains constant across our simulation space. To first222
order, this should have minimal impact on our analysis since electron trajectories in our223
simulations rarely extend into the Sun-exposed regions of our model (i.e. in front of the224
heat shield).225
2.2 Magnetic Field Model226
The known magnetic sources include the traveling-wave tube amplifiers (TWTAs),227
latch valves, RF switches, and propulsion thrusters. The static DC magnetic fields sur-228
rounding each of these components have been individually measured and their magnetic229
moments and locations in spacecraft coordinates were made available to us. The mag-230
netic field at a location, r in our simulation space was calculated using the superposi-231










with r′ = r−Ri, the distance from magnetic field source located at Ri and where mi234
is the magnetic moment of the source.235
2.3 Particle Tracing236
The effect of these fields on electron measurements was determined by simulating237
the particles’ trajectories as they move (backwards in time) from their detection at the238
instrument location outwards. In our simulation, electrons were started at either SPAN-239
Ae or SPAN-B with a given kinetic energy and initial velocity angle, then their positions240
were calculated at a series of time steps of duration equal to 10−3 times the electron’s241
local gyro-period. The simulation advances by approximating the solution to the Lorentz242
force equations of motion using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method algorithm. The sim-243
ulation terminates when the electron has traveled either back to or effectively far (>6m)244
from the spacecraft.245
Each of the SPAN electron instruments has eight high-resolution 6° anodes and 8246
low-resolution 24° anodes which each integrate flux at 32 elevation angles. Each anode247
has some width in azimuthal angle, and each measurement bin has some spread in el-248
evation angle, so each measurement point in angular space has some finite collection area,249
forming a measurement pixel with 4 corner vertices. In the coordinate frames where φ̂250
and θ̂ (the azimuthal and elevation angles, respectively) are measured with respect to251
the orientation of each instrument, measurement points are regularly spaced and these252
pixels are rectangular. When rotated into the coordinate frame of the spacecraft, these253
pixels are warped into curved shapes (see the top and bottom panels of Figure 1). By254
tracing the particle trajectories of the electrons with initial velocity angles correspond-255
ing to each of these 4 corner vertices as they travel outward from the spacecraft, we are256
able to estimate each pixel’s field of view (FOV) coverage of the surrounding plasma. This257
FOV is defined as the area in φ, θ swept out by these final velocity angles, connected by258
borders similarly warped to the spacecraft coordinate system.259
At least 3 of the final velocity angles are needed to define an area of the solid an-260
gle FOV. Therefore, any pixel that has two or more closed trajectories (those which end261
on the spacecraft when traced from the instrument outward) is considered completely262
blocked and was removed from further analysis. If only one trajectory of a pixel is blocked,263
it is removed and the FOV area is determined from the remaining 3.264
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Simulations were performed at each pixel corner vertex for electron kinetic ener-265
gies (measured at the detector) in 5eV increments from 15-110eV, in 20eV increments266
from 130-350eV, and 50 eV increments from 360-510eV (34 energies). The latter two in-267
crements were widened to save on processing time and because the electron trajectories268
become successively less affected with increased kinetic energy. The simulations were done269
for model spacecraft potentials of -85V, -25V, -15V, -10V, -5V, 0V, +5V, and +10V. Fol-270
lowing Ergun et al. (2010), who found that one of the necessary conditions for negative271
ΦSC is λDph ≪ RSC , (where λDph is the Debye length of the photoelectrons, and RSC272
is the size scale of the spacecraft), we used Debye lengths of 0.15 m and 1 m for the neg-273
ative and positive potential models, respectively. Lastly a set of reference simulations274
were run with ΦSC = 0 and no magnetic field.275
3 Synthetic Measurement276
The results of the particle tracing simulation can be used to estimate what mea-277
surements of a known electron velocity distribution function (eVDF) might look like through278
the effects of the warping fields. In order to do this, a bi-Maxwellian electron distribu-279
tion representing the pristine plasma far from the spacecraft was first created. This dis-280
tribution was computed using a -400 km s−1 velocity antisunward (the +x̂ direction in281
the spacecraft coordinate frame) and temperature values roughly approximating the en-282
vironment at 10R⊙: T⊥/T‖ = 3 and Tavg = 1MK(≈ 85eV). The suprathermal elec-283
tron populations typically seen in the solar wind, the halo and the strahl, were not in-284
cluded. Although of scientific importance, they are characterized by higher thermal en-285
ergies (102 to 103) and would be subsequently less affected by the spacecraft fields. Val-286
ues of the energy flux were calculated at 1° increments from −90° ≤ θ ≤ 90° and −60° ≤287
φ ≤ 300° and over the energy range 5-510eV in 5eV increments.288
The FOV of each pixel that was determined from our tracing simulations is the solid289
angle over which that pixel receives electrons from the surrounding plasma. Consequently,290
we estimate the electron energy flux measured at energy Em by first locating the φ, θ291
values of our eVDF within the warped FOV of each pixel. We then take the mean of the292
energy fluxes of these eVDF points at the ambient energy, Ea = Em+qΦSC , in order293
to account for the effect of the spacecraft potential, ΦSC on the electron energy. Lastly,294
the result is scaled by (1+qΦSC/Em)
−2 to account for the effect of the spacecraft po-295
tential on the energy flux.296
Complete measurement sets were composed by repeating this process for all pix-297
els and for measured energies in the range Em = 15 − 510eV at 5eV steps. Since our298
particle tracing simulations were performed at variable increments over this range, the299
closest simulation results were used when there were no data at the corresponding en-300
ergy. Finally, we remove data for which Em < |qΦSC |, since this is the minimum en-301
ergy electrons can have after accelerating through positive spacecraft potentials and the302
minimum energy measureable for negative potentials.303
3.1 Data Quality Flagging304
In an idealized detector with a spherical (or nearly) electrostatic potential, no am-305
bient magnetic field, and full 4π sr FOV (e.g. Scime et al. (1994); Génot and Schwartz306
(2004); Lavraud and Larson (2016)), the deflection of electron trajectories varies smoothly307
with measurement angle and all data is perfectly usable. The more complex field struc-308
tures combined with blocked FOV regions in the current study make determination of309
accurate plasma moments more challenging. We have developed two selection criteria310
to flag for exclusion the measurement bins which are potentially the most detrimental.311
The first of these flags the electron trajectories which are deflected by too large of312
an angle between initial and final velocity direction in the tracing simulation. These tra-313
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Figure 1. Illustration of the creation of a synthetic measurement set for SPAN-B. By tracing
electron trajectories from the corners of each instrument measurement pixel outward under the
influence of the magnetic and electrostatic fields, we obtain the angular region of the velocity dis-
tribution function (VDF) that is sampled by that pixel (wire outlines, top panel). The average of
the energy flux within this region is then the measurement at the original pixel location (bottom
panel). Because of the effects of the fields on the electron trajectories, several pixels are blocked
by the spacecraft (white regions) and the measured VDF (color scale, bottom panel) is distorted
from the actual VDF far from the spacecraft (color scale, top panel).
jectories are nearly always clustered in small regions in angle space, suggesting they have314
a localized cause (e.g. an abrupt polarity change in the local magnetic field) and are not315
produced by our smoothly-varying electrostatic potential model. Measurement pixels as-316
sociated with these trajectories sample much different regions of the surrounding eVDF317
than neighboring pixels, with the magnitude of this discontinuity dependent on the av-318
erage deflection angle. The maximum deflection angle was determined using the expres-319
sion derived in Scime et al. (1994) for a particle traveling through a 2D spacecraft po-320
tential with different strengths in each dimension. Assuming the potential is equal in both321
directions, we obtain an upper limit of 45° using the minimum ambient electron energy322
(15eV) and the maximum spacecraft potential (-85V) that was modeled. To further avoid323
the possibility of removing usable data, we raise this upper limit by 15°. Thus, any bin324
which has a geometric center that is deflected more than 60° by our model fields is flagged.325
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Second, since the angular coverage of each pixel is nominally less than 24° along326
each axis, pixels which spread by more than 45° in any direction at the end of the trac-327
ing were flagged since the energy fluxes are being averaged over too wide of a region of328
a VDF. Pixels meeting either one of these conditions were removed in Figure 1, and along329
with the pixels blocked by the spacecraft, lead to a large space of the eVDF that is not330
measured at θ = +45° to +90° in the top panel.331
3.2 Combining SPAN-Ae and SPAN-B Data332
The SPAN-Ae and SPAN-B electron detectors are on opposite sides of the PSP,333
simultaneously measuring complementary regions of the sky. This placement, while pro-334
viding a nearly full FOV, causes challenges to the computation of the moments of the335
electron distribution function. Since the distribution function, f(r,v) is sampled by ac-336
cumulating electron counts in discrete bins of velocity, v ± ∆v, (or energy, E ± ∆E),337
azimuthal angle θ±∆θ, and elevation angle φ±∆φ, the moment integrals are converted338
into discrete sums. For example, following Lavraud and Larson (2016), the total num-339
ber density moment integral, N =
∫
fd3v, rewritten in spherical coordinates using d3v =340
v2dv cos θdθdφ, (where the trigonometric function cos θ is used since the angle θ is the341












dv cos θdθdφ. (4)345
which can be transformed into a sum over the product of the average value of the co-346












< cos θ > Cijk ∆θj ∆φk (5)348
In the coordinate systems originating at and normal to their centers, each instru-349
ment measures the eVDF in a regular grid in v, θ, and φ; thus the values of ∆v, ∆θj ,350
and ∆φk are well defined for each instrument in this frame. However, the rotational trans-351
formations necessary to map these grids from one instrument’s coordinate system to the352
other’s, or onto any common frame (e.g. the spacecraft coordinate system), distort the353
regular spacing between the measurement points. In such a collection of irregularly spaced354
measurement points, the values of θj and φk are ill-defined. Therefore, the moment cal-355
culations must either (1) be performed separately for each instrument in its own coor-356
dinate system, then the results combined, or (2) the data must be resampled so that the357
values (∆θj ,∆φk) can be determined. The first of these two options would require some358
method of accounting for the overlap in instrument FOVs. For the density moment, this359
may be a simple scaling factor, but becomes more difficult for the higher-order moments,360
especially as the amount and location of the overlap in FOV changes with spacecraft po-361
tential. The second option is preferred since it allows calculation of the eVDF moments362
using data from both instruments simultaneously and allows for the straightforward han-363
dling of FOV overlap via averaging (next paragraph). We resample our synthetic data364
sets by using a thin-plate-spline algorithm (essentially a 2D cubic spline) to interpolate365
separately the measurements taken by each instrument at each energy to a regular grid366
spanning the full sky (−90° ≤ θ ≤ 90°,−60° ≤ φ ≤ 300°) at 5° × 5° resolution. We367
then remove the points in the interpolation which extend beyond the angular coverage368
of the actual instrument FOV determined from our tracing simulations. The two datasets369
were then combined into one, taking the mean of the energy flux values where there is370
a measurement at the same location in both datasets. The remaining gaps in the total371
FOV coverage were removed by performing a second interpolation at each energy in the372
combined data set using the same algorithm and resolution as the first.373
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3.3 Correcting for E and B Fields374
It is during this step of the data processing that we may attempt to correct for the375
warping effect of the spacecraft electrostatic and magnetic fields. The interpolation rou-376
tine requires the input data to be assigned a set of (φ, θ) coordinates. By using the nom-377
inal look direction of each instrument bin’s center for these coordinates, we are assum-378
ing that the effect of the fields is negligible and that the eVDF of the ambient plasma379
is actually sampled at these directions. Any warping (stretching, compressing, transla-380
tions, etc.) in the eVDF measurement caused by these fields will be incorporated into381
the interpolation. Alternatively, from the results of the particle tracing, we know the an-382
gles at which the ambient plasma was actually sampled. By replacing the nominal in-383
strument bin directions with these angles, the warping is rectified, and the resulting in-384
terpolation is a much more accurate representation of the plasma eVDF.385
For the set of synthetic measurements created for each spacecraft potential, we com-386
pute the density, temperature, and velocity moments of a raw (uncorrected) and a cor-387
rected data set. In contrast to the uncorrected sets, the corrected sets had potentially388
problematic data flagged and removed. Additionally, the angular coordinates measured389
in the eVDF were used in the interpolation and data points outside of the actual FOV390
were removed after the interpolation. A second round of interpolation was then done to391
remove gaps in the coverage of the final combined FOV. Measurement of the density, tem-392
perature, and bulk velocity plasma moments was performed using modified versions of393
routines created for the software development platform SPEDAS (Space Physics Envi-394
ronment Data Analysis Software (Angelopoulos et al., 2019)). Measurement of the heat395
flux, related to the third-order moment of the eVDF, while a scientifically useful quan-396
tity, was not computed since it is less affected by changes at lower energy, where the ef-397
fect of the spacecraft potential and magnetic fields are highest. The spacecraft poten-398
tial was accounted for by multiplying the energy flux at each energy, Em by the
(





correction factor described by Lavraud and Larson (2016), where N is the order of the400
moment of the distribution that is calculated.401
4 Results402
As mentioned, the aim of the present study is to quantify the effect on SPAN elec-403
tron measurements from spacecraft magnetic fields and electrostatic charging and to sub-404
sequently develop a method of correcting for these effects. While representing an improve-405
ment over the assumptions of a zero-size spacecraft surrounded by a spherical potential406
with no onboard magnetic fields, the following results are still intended to provide an or-407
der of magnitude estimation of this effect. Although the details of the results in this sec-408
tion are model dependent, our correction technique is not.409
4.1 Pixel Blockage and Data Quality410
In our particle tracing simulation, the trajectories for each of the 512 pixels (16 an-411
odes at 32 azimuthal angles each) are computed at 34 (measured) electron kinetic en-412
ergies. Each instrument therefore has 17,408 total measurement bins. The fraction of413
the total number of bins that are fully blocked, i.e. have 2 to 4 closed pixel corner tra-414
jectories blocked, is shown in Table 1. The number of partially blocked bins is roughly415
a constant fraction of the number of fully blocked bins (≈10% for SPAN-Ae and ≈20%416
for SPAN-B) and is not shown.417
In the absence of any fields (the No E/B column), our crude spacecraft model fully418
blocks 1870 of SPAN-Ae’s bins (≈11% of the total) and 2142 of SPAN-B’s (≈12%). In-419
cluding the magnetic field to the 0V spacecraft potential (the 0V column) had a negli-420
gible effect on the fraction of blocked SPAN-B bins, while nearly doubling the amount421
of fully blocked bins in SPAN-Ae. The fraction of fully blocked bins increased by about422
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Table 1. Percentage of the total number of measurement bins, across all energies, that are
either fully blocked (have 3 or 4 blocked trajectories, top two rows) or have been removed to
improve data quality (bottom two rows, see Section 3.1 for removal criteria).
No E/B +10V +5V 0V -5V -10V -15V -25V -85V
% Fully (Ae) 10.7 21.1 19.9 18.9 16.6 16.0 15.6 15.0 12.4
% Fully (B) 12.3 14.6 13.3 12.2 8.8 7.0 6.1 4.7 2.0
% DataQ (Ae) 0.0 2.0 1.2 0.9 1.0 0.7 0.5 0.4 2.2
% DataQ (B) 0.0 3.3 3.1 2.9 1.3 1.0 0.8 1.0 4.2
a percent for both instruments as the potential increased from 0V to +5V, and another423
percent from +5V to +10V. Fewer bins were blocked at all negative potentials, with the424
fractional amount decreasing with potential. It is worth noting, however, that at neg-425
ative spacecraft potentials, fewer pixels blocked does not necessarily relate to greater cov-426
erage of the sky (see Section 4.2). In all models except No E/B, fewer of the SPAN-B427
instrument bins are blocked than for SPAN-Ae.428
The number of bins that we have flagged and removed for potentially poor data429
quality is also shown in Table 1, as a fraction of the remaining (non-blocked) bins. The430
fraction flagged is zero for the No E/B case, since our criteria revolve around large tra-431
jectory changes, which do not occur without fields. By itself, the inclusion of the mag-432
netic field caused ≈1% of the SPAN-Ae and ≈3% of the remaining SPAN-B bins to be433
flagged and removed. Positive potentials increased these fractions and negative poten-434
tials decreased them except for the -85V model, which had the highest fractions removed435
for each instrument (2.2% and 4.2% for Ae and B, respectively). In contrast to the frac-436
tion of blocked bins, SPAN-B had more flagged bins across all models. For both instru-437
ments, the flagged pixels occur preferentially at lower energies, as the trajectories of higher438
energy electrons are less affected by the fields.439
We show the locations of the pixels which are most often blocked (left panels) or440
flagged (right panels) in Figure 2. The heavy line indicates the region blocked by our space-441
craft model alone (ΦSC=0,B=0). Our simulations show that a large number of SPAN-442
Ae’s measurement bins experience blockage from 145° . φ . 250° at all elevation an-443
gles, corresponding to the trajectories skimming along the anti-sunward edge of our space-444
craft model. As discussed in the next section, the amount of blockage in this region is445
likely overestimated by the geometry of our spacecraft model. The SPAN-B bins that446
are blocked are mainly gathered at −15° . φ . 125° at the elevation angles relating447
to the trajectories nearest the spacecraft. These are also largely the same pixels blocked448
in the ΦSC = 0 and ΦSC = 0, B = 0 models. In both maps, the pixels near φ =449
0, θ = 0 look sunwards along the spacecraft body towards the thermal protective sys-450
tem heat shield. The heat shield of our spacecraft model blocks 10 of SPAN-Ae’s pix-451
els, and approximately 4-5 times that amount of SPAN-B’s pixels.452
Almost all of the SPAN-Ae bins that were flagged (top panel, Figure 2) lie either453
in the small area from 5° < φ < 15°,+20° < θ < 35° or the pixel at φ = 255°, θ =454
+45°, while those for SPAN-B (bottom panel) are found in two looser groupings from455
−25° < φ < 45° at +20° < θ < +60° and −65° < θ < −30°. In Figure 3, we calculate456
the x, y, z, components and total magnitude of the magnetic field surrounding the space-457
craft (shown as a white circle, the location of SPAN-A is represented with a line con-458
nected to the spacecraft, while SPAN-B is represented as a line that is not) over a slice459
perpendicular to the spacecraft axis, located 0.50 m from the anti-sunward facing end.460
In this coordinate system, +z runs along the center of the long axis of the spacecraft,461
pointing towards the Sun, +x points in the ram direction, and +y completes the right462
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Figure 2. Heatmap of the measurement bins most often blocked (left panels) and flagged for
potentially poor data quality (right) for all models except the No E/B model. The bins of the
SPAN-Ae instrument are shown in the top panels and the SPAN-B instrument are shown in the
bottom panels. The dark outline represents the region of each instruments’ field of view that is
blocked by our representation of the PSP.
handed set. Overplotted are lines representing the look direction in this plane of the pix-463
els which were most often flagged for SPAN-Ae (top left) and SPAN-B (top right). In464
each of the component maps, there are several locations near the spacecraft where the465
field abruptly reverses to an opposite polarity at approximately the same magnitude.466
The group of lines extending towards the -y direction in the top left panel of Fig-467
ure 3 travel through a region of sharp reversal in Bz . The lines also correspond to the468
look directions of the most flagged SPAN-Ae pixels, suggesting the magnetic field struc-469
ture is at least partially responsible for the pixel flagging. Although there are likely no470
SPAN-B pixels which do not see any magnetic field discontinuities along their line of sight,471
those extending towards +y (in the −θ direction in Figure 3) look through polarity switches472
in Bx, By, and to a small extent Bz, while those in the −y direction, (+θ ), see the flip473
in the sign of By near the instrument, and the flip of Bx and Bz a little further from the474
instrument.475
4.2 Instrument FOV476
Due to the electrostatic and magnetic fields, the solid angle areas of the instrument477
pixels do not necessarily correspond to phase space elements along these directions in478
the plasma while maintaining the same angular extent. Thus, while Table 1 and Figure479
2 give an indication of how many and which instrument bins might receive either dimin-480
ished or severely mislocated electron energy flux, they cannot be used to directly deter-481
mine how the instrumental FOV is affected by our model fields.482
To estimate this behavior, the areas of the sky measured by the individual pixels483
(i.e. the “warped” pixels, top panel, Figure 1) were combined into a single region at each484
measured energy. The regions for the individual SPAN-Ae and SPAN-B sensor FOVs485
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Figure 3. The strength of (counterclockwise from top left) the x, y, total, and z components
of the magnetic field at z=0.50 m in the spacecraft-centered coordinate system where +z points
toward the Sun, +x in the ram direction, and y completes the right hand set. The white circle
at the center represents the cross section of our PSP model, the line extending down to the right
represents the location of SPAN-A, and the line extending to the left represents the location of
SPAN-B. The trajectories of the SPAN-Ae (top left) and SPAN-B (top right) that have been
flagged for data quality are also shown.
were then combined into a single SPAN-E FOV. The total solid angle area on the sky486
of the individual and combined sensor FOVs were found by numerically integrating the487
area enclosd by these regions. To find the average FOV on the sky at each model po-488
tential (Figure 4), we assigned to each point on a 1°×1° grid a 1 if the point is contained489
within the sensor FOV, and a 0 if it is not. We then averaged these values over measured490
electron energy at each grid location to form a map of the percent transmission, or the491
fraction of the measurements which are capable of observing that region of the sky.492
We show in Figure 5 the total FOV of SPAN-Ae, SPAN-B, and SPAN-E (SPAN-493
Ae and SPAN-B combined), averaged over measured kinetic energy, for each modeled494
potential. The FOV is shown as a fraction of 4π sr, although the actual FOV of the com-495
bined instruments is slightly smaller than 4π sr due to small gaps and overlaps between496
the two.497
Without fields applied, (No E/B in Figure 5), SPAN-Ae (red line) sees approximately498
the same fraction of its ideal FOV (84%) as SPAN-B (87%). Inclusion of the fields af-499
fects the two sensor FOVs differently. The FOV of SPAN-Ae decreases to the next great-500
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Figure 4. Energy-averaged FOVs of SPAN-E (SPAN-Ae and SPAN-B combined), represented
as a percent transmission.





































Figure 5. The fraction of the phase space solid angle measurable by SPAN-Ae and SPAN-B
is shown as a percentage of the field of view at the aperture of each individual sensor. The ob-
servable SPAN-E (Ae and B combined) solid angle is shown as a fraction of 4π, averaged over all
measured kinetic energies, for each spacecraft potential/magnetic field model.
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est value (78%) in the +10V model, then decreases further as the potential becomes more501
negative. SPAN-B’s FOV increases and remains roughly constant and roughly 20% greater502
than SPAN-Ae for all other models except the -25V and -85V. These trends at least partly503
mirror those in shown in Table 1: approximately similar numbers of both instruments’504
bins are blocked by the S/C in the No E/B model, while the total number of removed505
bins (blocked + flagged) is much greater for SPAN-Ae in all other models. Since Fig-506
ure 5 incorporates the sheath focusing effect of the fields and the difference in sizes be-507
tween coarse and fine resolution pixels, direct comparisons between the two is difficult.508
4.3 Distribution Moment Measurements509
The density, temperature, and velocity for each model, found by integration of the510
synthetic distribution function measurements, without any corrections for the effects of511
electrostatic and magnetic fields, are shown in Table 2. The accuracy of the measured512
density with respect to the model is shown as a percent error. To quantify the error in513
the multi-component quantities, we treat temperature and velocity as vector quantities,514
reporting a root-mean-square (RMS) error between the measured and model vector mag-515
nitudes (T and V) and the angle between measured and model vector directions (Tθ and516
Vθ). We find that the error in the density measurements ranges between 10-20% at space-517
craft potentials |ΦSC | ≤ 25V and increases as potential becomes more negative. At all518
potentials, the degree of temperature anisotropy is well preserved - the angle formed be-519
tween the model and measured temperature vector orientation is .5 degrees at all mod-520
els. The RMS error in the temperature magnitude decreases with potential from 8.92521
eV at ΦSC = +10V to 3.2eV at ΦSC = −10V , after which it increases to a maximum522
of 46.5eV at ΦSC = −85V. The RMS error in the velocity magnitudes is relatively larger523
- the ∼ 80kms−1 or more RMS observed is a considerable fraction of the 400 km s−1524
bulk flow velocity of the model. Angular errors range from 10° to 23° and decrease as525
potential becomes more negative until the ΦSC=-15V model is reached, from which they526
increase again up to the model with ΦSC=-85V.527
In general, errors in the measured quantities exist due to either incomplete or in-528
accurate sampling of the eVDF. Due to the limited energy measurement window (15 eV<529
Ea <510 eV) of our data sets (which is not necessarily the same as that of the actual530
SPAN detectors), as well as the eVDF energies not measurable at negative spacecraft531
potentials, our simulated SPAN-E detectors are unable to sample the eVDF across its532
full energy range. The resulting errors could be reduced by estimating the missing por-533
tion of the eVDF, e.g. by model fitting. We avoid doing this since the measurement er-534
rors caused by the warping of phase space and variable FOV occur purely in the angu-535
lar dimensions and we wish to avoid any energy dependent modeling-related assumptions.536
To quantify the impact of our correction scheme, while also removing the effect of lim-537
ited energy sampling, we compare the measured plasma moments to moments measured538
from a “perfect” measurement set which spans the same energy range with the same en-539
ergy steps. These measurement sets do not have any S/C blockage or warping due to540
E/B fields and directly sample the eVDF at the same angular resolution as the combined,541
reinterpolated data (i.e. values of the energy flux have not been averaged over the solid542
angle area of the warped pixel). Since measurements of the plasma moments of these sets543
represent the best possible measurements by our simulated SPAN-E instruments, any544
additional error in the moments of our synthetic data sets must arise from incomplete545
or inaccurate sampling of the eVDF along its angular dimensions. The error in the un-546
corrected (top) and corrected (bottom) synthetic data set moments, with respect to the547
moments obtained from the “perfect” measurements are shown in Table 3. The density548
is quantified as a percent error; error in temperature and velocity magnitudes as an RMS,549
and between vector directions as an angle.550
Across almost all models, using the particle tracing results as a correction reduces551
the error in the measurement of all plasma moments. Except for the density of the -25V552
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Table 2. Distribution function moments measured from the various electrostatic and magnetic
field models. The top line (eVDF) represents the plasma properties far from the spacecraft. All
remaining models (except No E/B) have the model magnetic field and the indicated spacecraft
potential. Errors are relative to the plasma properties and are expressed as an absolute per-
cent difference for density and for the remaining two moments as an RMS between component
magnitudes and angle between vector directions.
Model Density Err Tx,Ty,Tz RMS Tθ Vx,Vy,Vz RMS Vθ
(cm−3) (%) (eV) (eV) (°) (km s−1) (km s−1) (°)
40.00 400.00
eVDF 100.00 - 120.00 - - 0.00 - -
120.00 0.00
42.28 419.62
No E/B 91.20 8.80 116.01 1.53 4.78 -118.20 101.82 22.67
113.12 129.37
41.27 435.68
+10V 92.00 8.00 111.63 8.92 2.04 -105.00 82.91 17.71
107.07 91.15
41.97 464.98
+5V 91.25 8.75 113.73 7.45 2.06 -107.20 89.76 16.89
108.88 91.89
42.58 486.59
0V 89.83 10.17 116.35 5.76 2.03 -105.20 95.68 16.19
111.07 94.25
43.29 515.93
-5V 88.27 11.73 118.96 4.14 1.94 -89.78 98.78 13.71
113.71 88.17
44.17 556.76
-10V 86.47 13.53 121.78 3.20 1.82 -74.88 112.18 11.65
116.82 87.02
45.00 590.45
-15V 84.55 15.45 124.84 4.02 1.71 -60.12 128.26 10.96
119.98 97.29
47.35 614.79
-25V 81.20 18.80 131.07 8.48 1.69 -57.48 142.12 11.07
126.22 105.62
66.57 752.51
-85V 59.75 40.25 176.51 46.50 2.10 9.55 237.23 15.67
170.87 210.92
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potential model, in which the density increases by a factor of ∼2, the error in density,553
temperature magnitude, and temperature angle decreases by an average of almost 60%.554
The improvement in the velocity moment accuracy is even greater; the errors decrease555
by > 80% on average in both magnitude and angle.556
Table 3. Errors in uncorrected (top) and corrected (bottom) distribution function moments,
compared to measurements of the undisturbed plasma far from the spacecraft, sampled at the
same energy resolution and bounds.
Uncorrected No E/B +10V +5V 0V -5V -10V -15V -25V -85V
Density (%) 3.26 5.82 5.17 4.71 4.08 3.47 2.82 0.59 14.31
Temp. Mag. (eV) 1.83 2.68 2.82 3.00 3.16 3.24 3.42 4.30 12.31
Temp. Angle (°) 0.90 1.39 1.45 1.50 1.46 1.39 1.36 1.49 3.81
Vel. Mag. (km s−1) 101.31 83.22 88.85 92.43 91.54 99.62 110.69 116.10 175.33
Vel. Angle (°) 22.67 17.71 16.89 16.19 13.71 11.65 10.96 11.07 15.67
Corrected
Density (%) 0.71 1.04 1.01 1.05 0.97 0.88 1.06 1.24 0.63
Temp. Mag. (eV) 0.97 1.14 1.20 1.17 1.16 1.21 1.30 1.26 2.80
Temp. Angle (°) 0.45 0.56 0.60 0.58 0.56 0.57 0.62 0.63 0.93
Vel. Mag. (km s−1) 13.22 11.49 14.20 11.04 10.97 12.33 12.24 16.22 69.17
Vel. Angle (°) 2.47 2.86 3.47 2.66 2.59 2.80 2.67 3.54 2.59
5 Discussion557
The effect of our model electrostatic and magnetic fields on the FOV of the SPAN558
instruments can be thought of in terms of either how the data is collected (Section 4.1)559
or how it is to be interpreted (4.2). In the data, the variation in the FOV will appear560
as pixels receiving no or dimished electron energy flux. Kasper et al. (2016) provide an-561
ode/deflection maps for each instrument with overlays showing spacecraft blockage drawn562
from a detailed model of the PSP. These maps can thus serve as a useful point of com-563
parison for our spaceraft model. Without fields, ∼ 11% of the total number of SPAN-564
Ae’s measurement bins are blocked. These lie mainly toward the anti-sunward facing an-565
gles (dark outline, Figure 2). Since these are not missing in the corresponding map in566
Kasper et al. (2016), our model likely overestimates the amount of blockage in this re-567
gion. One possible explanation is that the actual bus of the PSP is hexagonal in shape,568
while in our model it is cylindrical.569
If instead the cross section of the bus of our model is a hexagon circumscribed by570
the original circular cross-section (i.e. the vertices of the hexagon lie at r =
√
x2 + y2 =0.5m),571
the anti-sunward edge of the spacecraft is r(1 −
√
3/2) = 6.7 cm lower. If the SPAN-572
A detector is located radially outward from one hexagon face at the same z = 0.156m573
location, the instrument is able to see an extra θ = arctan (0.067/0.156) ≈ 23.2° around574
the edge of the antisunward end of the spacecraft. This is approximately the angular width575
of the low-resolution anodes, so the greater number of pixels predicted to be blocked could576
at least partly be explained by the 2 dimensional cross-section of our model. The geom-577
etry of our model blocks an even greater fraction (∼ 12) of SPAN-B’s pixels, but this578
might not be as great of an overestimation; a large number of pixels are shown to be blocked579
in a similar region in Kasper et al. (2016). Fortunately, the field of SPAN-Ae is unob-580
structed at these angles.581
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The FOV of each instrument responds differently to the model fields, with SPAN-582
Ae the more sensitive of the two. The spacecraft magnetic field nearly doubles its blocked583
pixels and decreases its solid angle coverage by about 10%. While the number of blocked584
pixels of each is sensitive to spacecraft potential, the solid angle coverage of only SPAN-585
Ae seems to be sensitive to potential changes. Spacecraft potential in theory affects both586
of these quantities in opposite ways. From the point of view of our tracing simulations,587
electron trajectories bend towards the spacecraft on their way outwards from a positive588
potential. Conversely these trajectories bend away from negative potentials. Therefore,589
more blocked trajectories are expected at greater positive potentials, and less at greater590
negative potentials, as can be seen in Table 1. Pairs of adjacent trajectories which are591
not obstructed diverge at positive potentials, effectively increasing the spread of mea-592
surable velocity angles in a measurement pixel. At negative potentials, adjacent trajec-593
tories diverge, creating a smaller spread of measurable angles. We might therefore ex-594
pect the fraction of the total solid angle of SPAN-B to decrease with increasingly neg-595
ative spacecraft potentials in Figure 4, as it does for SPAN-Ae and E. However, the mag-596
netic field is also capable of bending electron trajectories, and can do so in the opposite597
direction to that of the electric field.598
Due to the spacecraft electrostatic and magnetic fields, the simulated measurements599
of a model eVDF (bottom panel, Figure 1) have obvious distortions when compared with600
the original eVDF (top panel). The element of phase space measured in the ambient plasma601
is at an angular location and/or covers a total solid angle area that is different than ex-602
pected from instrument geometry. This warping of the FOV, along with FOV gaps and603
unmeasured low-energy portions of the spectra (for negative spacecraft potentials), leads604
to errors in the determination of eVDF moments. Both with and without correction, the605
errors in the temperature moments are relatively low across all models, both in magni-606
tude and direction. As the second order moment of the distribution, its value is weighted607
more heavily towards the higher velocities/energies and therefore relatively less affected608
by the spacecraft fields, which have the biggest effect on low energy electrons. The ve-609
locity and temperature are successively less affected in this way, but are still sensitive610
to errors caused by the increasing amount of data cutoff by the negative ΦSC values. If611
we compare the density moments to those from a “perfect” distribution spanning an iden-612
tical energy range (thereby removing the error caused by missing data below qΦSC), the613
errors in the density can be reduced to less than ∼5%. The model fields have the biggest614
impact on the velocity moments, and errors remain large (∼ 80-110km s−1, or 20-28%615
in the magnitude, and ∼ 10-15° in angle).616
In order to determine these moments, the data from SPAN-Ae and SPAN-B first617
needed to be resampled to uniform spacing in order to be combined into a single data618
set. Correcting the angular coordinates during the 2D interpolation yields a combined619
data set which is relatively free of the types of errors observed in the bottom panel of620
Figure 1. This correction, along with the second interpolation done to remove FOV gaps,621
reduces the errors in the distribution function moments in almost all models. The ab-622
solute improvement is small for density and temperature, but typically reduces errors623
by ∼ 50%. The velocity moment, which has the largest error in the raw data sets, is greatly624
improved on both a relative and absolute scale with these corrections.625
6 Conclusion626
During its mission, Parker Solar Probe (PSP) may develop a wide range of space-627
craft potentials and will produce permanent magnetic fields near the SPAN instruments.628
Detailed modeling of the expected potential structure has been done several times for629
the PSP (Ergun et al., 2010), (Guillemant et al., 2012), and (Marchand et al., 2014). How-630
ever, the effect of these fields on SPAN electron measurements is unknown, making the631
development of a correction scheme difficult. Our simplified approximation of the po-632
tential structure, while neglecting potentially important components such as the ion wake,633
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improves upon previous studies by combining a non-spherical potential with magnetic634
field components, and allows us to gain a first-order prediction of how the field of view635
and measurement accuracy of the SPAN detectors is affected by the fields around the636
spacecraft.637
Our geometric spacecraft model alone blocks ≈ 11% of the total number of mea-638
surement bins (all pixels at all measurement energies) of SPAN-Ae and ≈ 12% of SPAN-639
B. Including the magnetic field alone does not affect the number of SPAN-B measure-640
ment bins blocked to ambient plasma electrons, but almost doubles the fraction of blocked641
SPAN-Ae bins. With the magnetic field and a positive spacecraft potential, the num-642
ber of blocked bins increases and then decreases with negative potentials, with the frac-643
tion blocked dependent on the magnitude of the potential. Surprisingly, unlike SPAN-644
Ae and the combined instruments, the FOV of SPAN-B in velocity space is relatively un-645
affected by the spacecraft potential until the potential becomes less than -15V. We there-646
fore conclude that the orientation of the field is such that its net effect is (from the view-647
point of our particle tracing simulations) to close more electron trajectories back onto648
the spacecraft or (from the plasma viewpoint) to scatter out of the instrument FOV elec-649
trons with certain velocity angles.650
Without correcting for the gaps in the FOV, the missing portion of the eVDF at651
unmeasurable energies, or the angular warping due to the electromagnetic fields, errors652
ranged approximately 10-15% in the density moments, a few percent in the temperature,653
and 25% or more in the velocity. By accounting for any missing eVDF energies, we are654
able to reduce the errors in density and temperature by 50% or more; however, the ve-655
locity error remains high. We are able to greatly reduce these errors (to a few percent656
in magnitude and a few degrees in direction) by using the “true” look directions of the657
instrument pixels in the processing of SPAN-Ae and SPAN-B data into a single data set658
and by interpolating over the FOV gaps. Accurate velocity moments are especially im-659
portant for the detection of weak shocks, the effects of the turbulent cascade, and the660
relative flow between electrons and ions.661
This correction method could be implemented by compiling tables of “true” pixel662
look directions for a range of spacecraft potentials, and implementing corrections in the663
SWEAP data processing pipeline as data from SPAN-Ae and SPAN-B are combined into664
a merged SPAN-E data set. Whether the process is done by performing a two dimen-665
sional interpolation as discussed in this paper, or by another method, information about666
the look direction and angular coverage of each instrument pixel is needed (Section 3.2),667
which could either be the default values, or provided by the nearest entry in the table.668
The resulting corrected eVDF measurements could be offered as an additional data level669
3 or 4 product (those which rely on ancillary data or are derived from calibrated data,670
(Korreck et al., 2014)). While our corrections are model dependent, and do not account671
for the negative potential ion wake ((Ergun et al., 2010), (Guillemant et al., 2012), and672
(Marchand et al., 2014)), they may still serve useful in their current form for improv-673
ing the accuracy of measured plasma parameters, especially the bulk velocity. The tech-674
nique presented in this paper provides a novel way of estimating and correcting for the675
effect of spacecraft fields on electron measurements, and its usefulness for the applica-676
tion to real data can be improved greatly with more realistic modeling.677
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